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Use of a raster framebuffer in vision research

ANDREW B.WATSON, KENNETH R. K. NIELSEN, ALLEN POIRSON, ANDREW FITZHUGH,
AMYJO BILSON, KHANH NGUYEN, and ALBERT J. AHUMADA, JR.

NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California

For the study of human and animal vision, the video framebuffer is the only technology that
is capable of displaying two-dimensional images with precise control of contrast, luminance, and
display timing. The video framebuffer also allows precise control of color. However, this device
is not designed for precise psychophysical displays, and techniques must be developed to use them
in this role. In this paper, we describe a number of basic methods used in our lab. In order to
be concrete, we use an Adage RDS-3000 raster display system (Adage, 1982) as an example, since
that is the device we have actually used. The Adage is hosted by a PDP-Un3 under the Venix
operating system. The principles generalize to other machines. Where it clarifies the issues, we
have shown the syntax of the software routines involved.

this path to modifythe data, thus controllingthe final ap
pearance of the display screen.

2. Frame ButTer Controller (FBC). This device con

trols the manner in which the data are read out of the FB
and placed on the data path. Two features of the FBC are
particularly important. The window defines the region of
the FB from which data will be read (see Figure 2). If
many images are stored in memory, the window deter
mines which image will appear on the screen. The win
dow is typicallyspecifiedby the coordinatesof the upper
left comer of the selected FB region, wiJL-.X and ~.
If an image is to be moved, the motion is effected by
scrolling the window across the FB. The second impor
tant control is the viewport, which controls where on the
screen the selected data will appear. It is defined by the
coordinatesof the upper left comer (vw-x, vw-y) and
by width and height (vw_width, vwJeight). Screen
pixels outsidethe viewport are assigneda constantvalue
(typically0). By settingthe appropriate entry in the look
up tables (LUTs; see below), a user may set this back

ground area to a desired luminance. The viewport thus
allows one to define and display imagesmuchsmallerthan
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Modem study of the properties of human and animal
vision often requires a device capable of displayingtwo
dimensional images with precise control of contrast, lu
minance, and display timing. Precise control of color is
also desirable. The video framebuffer is the only tech
nology that provides these capabilities. We begin with a
brief introduction to the basicsof framebuffers and raster
displays; a more complete introduction is given in the
RasterGraphics Handbook (The Conrac Corp., 1985).

A framebuffer (FB) is a block of memory and special
izedhardware that feeds the contents of the memory to
a raster display (see Figure 1). FB memory is organized
into P planes, each of N rows X M columns X b bits.

In our system, there are four planes, red, green, blue,
and alpha, each 1,024 wide X 1,024 high X 8 bits deep.
A raster display is a system in which a beam traverses
a screen in a regular pattern, usually in horizontal lines,
from left to right, and with successive lines from top to
bottom. The complete set of lines forms a rectangular
raster on the screen.As the raster is paintedon the screen,

selected values are read out of the FB, transformed digi
tally in various ways, and passed through a digital-to
analog converter (DAC). The resulting voltage is used
to brightenor dim the beam. Each separatelycontrollable
spot on the screen is known as a pixel. In our configura
tion, the display is 512 X 512 pixels. By setting the con
tents of the framebuffer to appropriate values, one can
make an image appear on the screen. In a noninterlaced
configuration, suchas the one we describehere, the raster
is typically refreshed (redrawn) once every %0 of a
second.

Severalcomponents may intervenebetweenthe FB and
the DAC:

1. Videopath. The data travel from the FB to the mon
itor along a video path. Various devices intervene along

Reprint requests should bemailedtoAndrewB.Watson.MS 239-3,

NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035.

Figure 1. Overview ofa raster framebuffer displaysystem.Four
pIanesof memoryfeeda videopath contaiDiDg a framebulfer con
troller, a crossbar switch, and a lookup table.
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Look-up tables (LUTs). The data in each of the lower

three 8-bit planes of the video path act as addresses into

a set of three tables, each containing 256 entries of 10

bits each. The three selected entries are sent to three 10

bit DACs, which, in turn, drive the monitor. As noted

below, these tables provide a means of linearizing the dis

play, of rapidly changing the contrast of the display

without changing the FB contents, and of selecting which

bit planes are to be shown. In the Adage RDS-3000, there

are, in fact, 1,024 entries in each table, divided into four

separate tables. The in-cursor bit and the LUT page bit

select which of the four tables is used. As noted below,

the presence of two LUT pages (for out-of-cursor bits)

may be essential to real-time digital contrast control.

Figure 2. D1ustration of the conceptsof the window and viewport.

the full size of the screen. This, in turn, allows one to

store a larger repertoire of images in the FB.

In our configuration, the video path, as it leaves the
FBC, is 35 bits wide: 0-7 from the red plane, 8-15 from

green, 16-23 from blue, and 24-31 from the alpha plane.

The alpha plane, which for most purposes may be

regarded as simply another plane of memory, derives its

name from its use as a means of superimposing alphanu

merics on an image. Bit 32 is the in-cursor bit, which is

I whenever the pixel in question is in the cursor. The cur

sor is a user-definable 32 x 32 pixel x 1 bit image that may

be independently positioned anywhere in the FB. It is use

ful as a nondestructive fixation point that may be turned

on and off and moved about without altering the FB con

tents. Bits 33 and 34 are the LUT page bits, which will

be discussed below.

Crossbar switch (XBAR). A crossbar switch allows

one to remap bits in the video path. For example, the

crossbar allows one to change the video path bit assign

ments described above to map the red plane (bits 0-7)

to bits 8-15. When using a monochrome display, a typi

cal application of the crossbar is to route data from a

selected plane (red, green, blue, or alpha) to the single

channel driving the monochrome monitor. The video path

leaving the XBAR is 34 bits wide (four 8-bit planes, in

cursor bit, LUT page bit).

lmage.Ln = load.Lhnagefflle.Lname,
start rame, end rame)

This routine does three things: (1) it transfers the image

data from the me "fiIe-.name" to a region of the FB;

(2) it associates an image number (image-.n) with the

FB region; and (3) it creates a data structure, associated

with the image number, that describes the location and

size of the FB region. The image number is the means

used in subsequent routines to refer to a particular im

age. Image numbers are assigned in sequence from O. The

set of structures created may be thought of as an FB map.

Some thought is required in packaging the images suc

cessively into the FB, especially if both monochrome and
color images are intermixed.

Because the me format we use allows storage of multi

ple frames (as in a movie; see below), the routine allows

one to specify starting and ending frame numbers
(start rame, end rame). The lack of other argu-

ments in this call indicates that the image me contains

within it information regarding its width and height. This

information is typicallycontained in a header of some stan

dard sort. We have used the HIPS header in the current

implementation (Landy, Cohen, & Sperling, 1984).

Two other routines have proven useful in our work.

They are save~(fiIename), which saves the FB map

into a me, and restore~(fiIename), which reads the

FB map from a me into the appropriate data structures.

Because the transfer from host file system to FB is typi

cally slow (several to tens of seconds), it is often neces

sary to load all images into the FB before the start of the

experiment. Whether one takes this approach will depend

on the speed of the transfer, the size of the FB, the abil

ity to display selected regions of the FB, and the demands

of the experiment. One step we have taken to accelerate

the image-loadingprocess is to create a dedicated raw par

tition on the Winchester disk that also houses the host file

Loading images into the FB

(1024, 1024) Images are typically stored on the me system of the host

computer. Before an image can be displayed, it must be

copied from the me system to the FB. We do this with
screen raster the routine:

512,512)

(0,0

viewport
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700 USABLE LEVELS

Figure 4. Construction of tbe correction table.
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LUMINANCE CALmRATION

system. This is, in effect, a separatefile systemintowhich
imagesmay be placedand from which they may be trans
ferred to the FB without the substantial overhead of the
host file system operations. Even with this acceleration,
a 2561 X 8 bit imagetakesabout2 sec to load. (The load

ing time is dependent upon the size of the host buffer

allocated for the transfer.)

Luminancecalibrationrequires measuringthe pixel lu

minanceproduced by each possibledigital value, D, sent
to the DAC. This value is not independent of the lu
minance of other pixels, but unfortunately completely
characterizing these interactions is a formidable task. It

is generally true that if some precautions are taken, the
departures from independencewill be modest. We mea
sure the luminance in two ways: (1) via the digitalreadout
of a photometer, and (2) by integratingthe analog output
of the photometer. The latter procedure allows us to au

tomate the calibration of the monitor.

Integrating the Analog Luminance Waveform

As the monitorbeamscansthe screen, it passesmomen
tarily under the view of the photometer. The analog out
put of the photometer reflects the duration of this pas

sage and the persistence of the phosphor. An example is
pictured in Figure 3. The detailsof this waveformare not
important here, except that its integral is proportional to
luminance. To compute this integral, we feed the analog
signal into an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). During
a single frame (16.6 msec), a sequence of 160 samples

are taken at intervals of 100 usee. The sum of these sam
ples is taken as an estimate of the luminance, scaled by
a constant. This constant can be determined by compar
ing the photometer readoutand computedintegralat some

value. This sampling and computation are implemented

in the routine

n =reacLJum(frames, pause)

whichwaits for pause frames and then computes the (un

scaled) luminance averaged over frames frames. The
pause serves to allow any large transients to settle and
is not ordinarily needed unless very large changes in lu
minanceare made. The averaging may be used to reduce
the noise in the measurements. As an example, in mea
suring the gamma function for the unattenuatedred chan
nel (see below), we use frames = 3, pause = 0, whereas

for the attenuated bluechannel,we use frames = 9, pause
= 0, because the signal:noise ratio is smaller.

MEASURING THE GAMMA FUNCTION

300
""..

Q) 200 ·CJ ·e •cu ··c: ·'E ··100 ·::s
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Figure 3. Samples taken by an anaIog-to-digitai converter of the
analog signal produced by a photometer during one frame of the

raster. The interval between samples is 100 pSeC. The time-average
raster luminance is proportional to tbe integral of tbe waveform.

The relationship between the voltage produced by the
DAC and the luminanceof the pixel is usually nonlinear.
Traditionally, this function has been modeledas a power
function with an exponent of gamma, and, for this rea
son, the function is often called the gammafunction. Our
procedure for measuring the gamma function is to load
intothe FB an imageconsisting of verticalblackand white
(0 and 255) stripes, each about 1.5 times the width of the
photometer acceptance area. The photometer is centered
on one stripe (e.g., 255). The value of the 255th entry
in the LUT is then set in succession to all of its possible
values from 0 to 1,023, and after each value is set, the
resulting luminance is measured usingthe integrating tech

nique described above. The sort of data obtained from
this procedure is shown in Figure 4. As each value is
placedin location255 of the LUT, 1,023minusthat value
is placed in location 0 of the LUT. Thus, as the stripe
under the photometer gets brighter, the adjacent stripes
get darker. This step is taken to approximately equalize
the display power supply drain over the various settings.
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L(D) = Lo[1 +Amax(D-Do)/Dol. (3)

Gamma Correction Table

The first step in arranging the linear relation above is

to construct a gamma correction table, C(D). Consider

the following linear mapping between LUT entries and

luminance:

that Bo will be mapped to 4-" regardless of the value of

A. It represents a background level upon which both posi

tive and negative signals can be superimposed. If the im

age is represented as a contrast signal, then pixels with

zero contrast should have a digital value of Bo, and posi

tive and negative contrasts should be increments and

decrements from this value.

When the table G(D) is measured, it will have some

noise and may not be strictly monotonic. This may be

ameliorated by smoothing G(D) before using it to com

pute the correction table, by fitting a polynomial or other

smooth function or by local averaging of the table.

The sequence of values C(D) should now generate out

puts varying linearly between Lmin to L max. This can be

confirmed by successively displaying each of the values

in the correction table and recording the resulting lu-

(4)C(D) = (Jl(L(D».

In concrete terms, the algorithm to create C(D) is as

follows:

measure G(D)

for each D from 0 to 2d - l {

compute L(D) from Equation 3
find that D for which the value of G(D) is nearest

to L(D)

set C(D) equal to the selected D

}

Consider how the mapping L(D), as pictured in Figure 4,
might be accomplished for one example input value D.
Drawing a straight line up from D to the linear relation

L(D), and then straight over to the ordinate, we discover

the desired output luminance L(D). Now we need to dis

cover what digital input value, C(D), will give the desired

luminance output. This value can be read off of the mea

sured gamma function G(D) by reading backward from

the output value L(D) to the required input C(D), as indi

cated by the dashed lines in Figure 4. In going backward

from a luminance value to a digital input, we are in ef

fect inverting the function G(D). We defme the function

(Jl(L) as returning the digital value D for which G(D)

most nearly equals L. Then (Jl(G(D) ) ... D. We call

this the inverse gamma function. The next step is to cre

ate a correction table consisting of inverse gamma func

tion values for each desired luminance value L(D) as de

fined above. The correction table is created according to

the rule

b word length for image data (bits/pixel)

B digital value of an image pixel, 0 :s; B -s
2b-l

Bo central pixel value = 2b
-

1

d word length for LUT data (and DAC)

D digital value of an LUT entry, 0 -s D :s;

2d-l

Do central LUT entry = 2d
-

1

£max maximum luminance (when D = 2d
-

1 in one

channel)

£min minimum luminance (when D = 0 in one

channel)

4-, mean luminance = (£max +Lmin)/2

G(D) gamma function

If the data in the FB are to represent luminance values,

then the relationship between FB data and pixel luminance

must be linearized. This may be accomplished by means

of look-up tables between the end of the video path and

the DACs (Catmull, 1979). First, we introduce the nota

tion. Many of these quantities are indicated on Figure 4.

LINEARIZATION AND CONTRAST CONTROL

The gamma function collected in this way will be used

below to set the contrast of the display. It is important

to realize that the precise shape of this function may vary

with the monitor, with the settings of the brightness and

contrast knobs on the monitor, with the gun (R, G, or

B) in use, and from day to day. Since our automated

procedure takes only about 5 min, we calibrate before

each experimental session.

Inverse Gamma Function
Consider Figure 4. The horizontal axis indicates the

LUT value input to the DAC, ranging from 0 to 2d - l ,

and the ordinate shows luminance values recorded from

the screen. The gamma function G(D), the nonlinear rela

tionship between digital values and luminance, is pictured.

It ranges from Lmin to L max, with a midpoint of 4-,. Since

there are only 2d possible inputs D, the gamma function

G(D) is a table of 2d luminance values corresponding to

particular digital inputs.

We wish to arrange a linear relation between FB values

and pixel luminance of the form

E(B) = 4-,[1 +A(B-Bo)/Bol. (1)

The parameter A is the available contrast, that is, the max

imum contrast that can be generated on a background of

4-,. Since E(O) ~ Lmin,

A :s; Amax = (Lmax-Lmin)/(Lmax+Lmin). (2)

If Lmin = 0, then A max = 1. In other words, if the dis

play can generate a black level (0 luminance), then a con

trast of 100% can be produced. This linear relation says
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out

Figure S. Resistornetwork used to passivelymix red andbluevideo
signals to achieve the two·dl8llllel method of contrast control.

with a constant, redo, and an appropriate T(B) is loaded
into the blue LUT. The image is then directed via the
XBAR to the blue channel. In this mode, the red channel
produces a steady background, and the blue channel

producesa small signalsuperimposed on the background.
This mode is used whenever a contrast less than RAmax

is required.

To determine the proper value of redo, use the follow-
ing procedure:

select a value of redo between 0 and 2d
- 1

load redo into the red LUT
load the value 2c I into the blue LUT
record the screen luminance as bluemax
load the value 0 into the blue LUT
record the screen luminance as bluemin
set blue, = (bluemax +bluemin)/2
if blues < Lo then increase redoand repeat the above
if blue, > Lo then decrease redoand repeat the above

The procedure is repeated until no further adjustmentsin
redo bring blues any closer to £0. Then the blue channel
is calibrated, and a correction table created, as in the
single-ehannel method, except that redois kept in the red
LUT. In practice, the attenuatedchannelis usuallylinear,
since it is producing only a small range of signals, and
this may be taken advantage of to hasten the calibration
procedure. The actual available contrast of the display in
mode 2 will be RA; thus, it is appropriate for small con
trasts, from 0 to RAmax .

What basis is there for selection of the value of the at
tenuation R in the second channel? The value of R will
affect the worst-case quantization in both modes 1 and
2. At the transition between modes 1 and 2, the contrast

will be RA, and in mode 1 the number oflevels, NI, will
be RMI, where MI is the number of usable levels in

mode l. At the minimum desired contrast C.nin (which
will be determined by the minimumcontrast thresholdfor
humanobservers, i.e., about 0.(05) the numberof levels
N2 in mode 2 will be M2Cmin/R, where M2 is the maxi
mum number of usable levels in mode 2. Table I shows
some representativevalues. As R increases (and attenua-

75 Q

blue inred in

I I r----, J'1/1/1./ '---1r-'-'; L' I/ I/ I_-'l'

TWO-CHANNEL CONTRAST CONTROL

Computing the LUT
The next step is to constructan LUT T(B) fromthe cor

rection table. This is done using the following algorithm:

select a value of A :s Amax

for each B from 0 to 2b-l {

set J = DoD + (A/Amax)(B-Bo)/BoJ
set T(B) = C(J)

}

The table T(B) is then loadedinto the hardware LUT.The
pixel luminance is then as specified in Equation 2.

The word length of the DAC, and thus of the LUT en
tries, determines whether digital contrast control will be
effective. In the AdageRDS-3000 with LUVO 30 option,

the DAC word length (d) is 10 bits. If, instead, the out
put DACs are only 8 bits, then digital attenuation may
result in large quantization errors. For example, if the
system with 8-bit DACs is set up to permit contrasts of
100% (Amax = 1), then a signal presented at the mini

mum contrast visible to a human (about 0.5%) will have
only about one or two levels. Even with lO-bit DACs,
fewer than eight levels would remain. In such cases, the
signalis not usually what the experimenter intended. Vari
ous methods are possible to solve this problem. The
methodwe describe here uses two channelsof a color FB
(e.g., red and blue). The video outputs of the two chan
nels are passively mixed by means of a resistor network

(Figure 5), such that one channel (blue) is attenuated by
a factor R. In mode I, the image is routed via the XBAR
to the red channel, the appropriate T(B) created as
describedabove, is loadedinto the red LUT, and the blue
LUT is loaded with zeros. Thus, mode I behaves as
though a singlechannelwere being used. Mode I is used
to producehigh-eontrast images, froma contrastof RAmax

to a contrast of A max. In mode 2, the red LUT is loaded

Usable Levels

An important measure of the table C(D) is the number
of usable levels. If the luminance were related linearly
to the valueD, then there wouldbe 2d distinct usablelevels
of luminance. But when the relation is nonlinear, exami
nation of the table C(D), which contains all the values
of D that will ever be used, shows that some levels are
used several times, whereas others are skipped over.
Thus, there will be fewer usable levels in C(D) than there
are valuesof D. In the examplepicturedin Figure 4, there

are 700 usable levels. The higher this number, the more
nearly linear the display and the lower the quantization
error. Judicious adjustment of the monitor contrast and
gain controls can be used to optimize this measure. We
generally reject a calibration if it yields fewer than 680
usable levels.

minance. The result of this step is shown by the curve

labeled L(D) in Figure 4.
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REAL-TIME CONTROL OF CONTRAST

Table 1

Minimum Usable Levels in Modes 1 and 2 as a

Function of Attenuation R

tion decreases), Nt increases but Nz decreases. At first

glance, it might appear sensible to equate these two worst

case numbers of levels. However, the quantization error

will in general be more visible at the transition between

modes 1 and 2 than at Cmin. Therefore, it makes sense

to devote more levels to R than to Cmin, that is, to make

N: > Nz. This view may be tempered, however, by the

user's view of whether they are likely to be more often

in mode 1 or mode 2. We currently use a value R=0.1.

Note-The values above assume that
Cmin = 0.005.

cation. In many experiments, this will be done once at

the start of the session. For this we use the routine

viewport(vwc-x, vwc-y, vw_width, vw-height)

where vwc-x and vwc-y are the locations of the center

of the viewport, and vw_width and vw-height de

fine the size. We have found it more convenient to specify

the center, rather than the coordinates of the upper left
comer.

Next the XBAR must be set to select the plane in which

the image lies. Then the window must be moved to the

coordinates of the image. These two steps are incorpo

rated in the routine

pos-.-image(image---», x, y)

where image---» is the number of the selected image (or

staging area; see below). The window will be centered

on the coordinate x,y. Finally the LUT must be set to the

desired sequence of values, for example, by use of the

cmvaryt) routine described above. For some experi

ments, it may be advisable to extinguish the cursor (fixa

tion point) before presentation of the image and to reacti

vate afterward.

N,

512

102

51

34

26

M. = 700, M, = 1,024,

N,

7

35

70

105
140

R

0.01

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

It is often desirable to display an image with a contrast

that varies over time. Let us call the variation the con

trast timecourse. This may be represented as a list of float

ing point numbers ranging between -1 and +1, where

each number represents the contrast in a single frame of

the display. We have already described how to create an

LUT for a particular contrast. Recall that it requires only

a linear transformation of 2b numbers, since the correc

tion table, T(D), is constructed once after each calibra

tion. To arrange a particular timecourse then, we must

take each number in turn from the list, use it to create

an appropriate LUT, load the new LUT in an unused dis
play LUT, and then, during the blanking interval preced

ing the next frame, switch to the new table. The Adage

RDS-3000 has two complete LUTs (not including cursor
LUTs), which allow us to compute and load the unused

LUT during each frame (16.6 msec). If only one LUT

is available, it must be loaded during the blanking inter

val at the end of each frame, which is usually only about

650 p,sec long. If the LUT has 256 entries, a transfer rate

of at least one element every 2.5 p,sec is required. This

does not include the time to compute the LUT, which must

be done in advance.

These techniques have been implemented in the routine

cmvary(LJist, contrast, c_tablel, c_table2, frames)

where t.-list is the contrast timecourse, contrast is a

global contrast multiplier, c_tablel and c_table2 are

the correction tables for the red and blue channels, and

frames is the number of frames to display.

IMAGE DISPLAY

The actual display of an image requires several steps.

First, the viewport must be set to the desired size and 10-

IMAGE MOTION

Framebuffers typically provide control over the

horizontal and vertical starting point of the displayed data

in the FB. These are usually called horizontal and verti

cal window values. By altering these values in succes

sive frames, the display can be made to move. At the most

general level, the user may provide a time list of horizontal

and vertical coordinates along which the image is to travel.

More often, a constant velocity is desired. Note that speed
in each dimension, expressed in pixels/frame, must be a

rational number. Furthermore, it is usually inadvisable

to let the denominator be too large, since this will result

in jerky motion. These constraints on the one-dimensional

speeds impose constraints on the two-dimensional veloc

ity. The speed in one dimension is equal to

speed(deg/sec) = pix.i.frame "

frame.Lsec/pixLdeg (5)

where piLJrame is the displacement in pixels/frame,

frame-SeC is the frame rate in frames/sec, and pix.-deg

is the display resolution in pixels/degree. For a typical

display with 20 pixels/em at a viewing distance of

114 em, pbL-deg = 40, and ifframe---SeC = 60 Hz and

no more than three frames elapse between each shift

(piLJrame ~ 1/3), then the lowest speed that can be

obtained is 0.5 0
/ sec. This is a sampling problem, and can

to some extent be ameliorated by filtering the space
time image prior to sampling. This means, of course,

creating a different image for each frame of the display

(see Movies).

Since motion is produced by scrolling the display win

dow through the framebuffer memory, care must be taken

that only the desired imagery comes into view during the
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duration of the display. On many systems, the memory
wraps around, so that if an address beyond the range of

permissible pixeladdresses is calledfor, the pixeladdress

modulo the width(or height) of the memory is used.Thus,

for example, if a periodic pattern with period that in
tegrally divides 1,024 were scrolled within a display of
that size, it would continue to move without disruption
indefmitely. Alternatively, the image to be moved

may be paddedby an appropriatebackgroundas large as
the image in each dimension. The resulting padded
image will have four times the number of pixels as will
the original. Then the actualoffset willbethe desiredoff
set in each dimension modulo the size of the original

image.

MOVIES

Im~lQe In Iramebutler framebuffer

staging

area

A sequenceof frames may bedisplayed as a movie by
successively movingthe window toeach frame. It is worth

noting that substantial movies (by psychophysical stan
dards) can beeffected in this way. For example, if there

are 4 FB planesof 1,024x 1,024pixels, and if each frame
is 128x 128, then a totaldurationof 256 frames, or about
4 sec,maybedisplayed. Iffewer than8 bits are allocated
to each frame, then the XBAR may be used to select in

dividual bit planes or sets of bit planes. A binary movie
withdimensions of 128x 128could run for 2,048 frames,

or about 34 sec.

STAGING AREAS

Consider an experiment in which images, drawn from

a set of N, are viewed side by side in pairs. If any possi
ble pairing mustbeavailable, and if the ordering (leftvs.
right) is important, then there are N(N - 1)pairs. To store

thismanyimages in the FB maynotbepossible. It is much
simplerto store only the N possiblecomponents, and then
provide a means of assembling a pair at the time it is
needed.

We do this by creating a staging area, a reserved por
tionof the FB, largeenoughto hold thedesiredmulticom
ponent display. Prior to display, a copy of each compo
nent is moved to the desired location within the staging
area. This method, which is useful with a wide variety
of multicomponent displays (e.g., apparent motion be
tween various target pairs, two or more spatial alterna
tive forced-choice experiments, simultaneous compari

sons, etc.), requires two routines. The first is:

image-». = stage.Jb(st~width, st~eight)

This behaves identically to the routine load.JbO in
troduced previously, except that it does not transfer an

image into the FB. The arguments specify the size of the
FB region to be reserved. Thus, the staging area is sim
ply another image, exceptthat its contentsare not defined
by reading into it an imagefrom the file system. The vir
tue of this technique is that the staging area can now be

Figure 6. Useofa staging area. An image is copied fromoneregion
of the framebuffer into the staging area region. Althoughthe illus
tration showsthe imageand the stagingarea in the same plane, this
need not be so.

treated like any other image; for example, it can be
referred to in a call to the display routines.

The second routine is:

image_copy(source-»., destinatiom.,n,
x-offset, y_offset)

This routine copies an image, as specified by the image

number seurce...n, to the staging area, as specified by

the image number destination.Ln, but places the upper
left comer of the source image at the coordinate
(x-offset, y_offset) within the staging area. The im

age is clipped to the limits of the staging area. This rou

tine executes on the high-speed graphics processor that
is an optional part of the Adage RDS-3000. The use of
staging areas is illustrated in Figure 6.

COLOR DISPLAYS

For many purposes, color displays can be arranged by
repeating the aboveproceduresthree times, oncefor each
of the red, green, and blue displays. The two-channel
method of contrastcontrolcannotbeeasilyused withcolor
displays. It is alsopossible to arrangemoreelaborate display
routines, in which, for example, the three memoryplanes
are used to accommodate imageryencodedin somelinear
transformation of the red, green, and blue signals, for ex
ample, as red/green, blue/yellow, and black/white signals.

DESIRABLE FEATURES

Many of the techniques described here require hard
ware features that not all systems have. Although many

of these may not be needed, we thought it worthwhile to
list those features that seem particularly useful in light
of our experience.

1. to-bit DACs: important for digital contrast control,
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particularly if the two-channel method cannot be used
(e.g., when all three channels are needed for color).

2 Window: essential for motion and selection of im
ages within the FB.

3. Viewport: essential if stored images are smaller than
the display size.

4. Multiple LUTs:essential for real-time contrast con
trol, unless a newLUTcan be loadedduringthe vertical
retrace interval (see Real-Time Control Contrast of
above).

5. Large FB: useful for storage of multiple high
resolution images and for movies.

6. Local processor: may be essential for high-speed

image copyoperation. A localprocessor is also valuable
when thehostuses a non-real-time operating system such
as UNIX. Thenthereal-time operations canbe placed un
der the control of the local processor.
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